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RE Rail Central TRO50004
 
Dear Sirs,
 
I write to express my concerns at the” eleventh hour” deferral request being made by Rail
Central for the SRFI at Milton Northants.
 
I would firstly wish to draw to the Planning Inspectorates attention that we, members of the
public, are solely reliant on information provided in this process which is published on the PINS
website.
 
For several weeks now the Project page on your website has indicated that the Rail Central
project has been” accepted for examination”, and you have also stated in the timeline notes for

the 12th and 19th March 2019 that the applicant has written to the PI requesting a delay to the
preliminary meeting, which again indicates that the examination process has commenced, if this
is the case any formal process to extend the examination process have passed, I believe that the
examination process is set at a maximum of six months could the Planning Inspectorate clarify
these points as a matter of urgency.
 
Pending an early response to above I would wish to draw the PIs attention to a number of

extracts of comments made in Rail Centrals letter of the 11th March 2019 :-
 
>”the highway package mitigation(HPM) is not likely to perform as we expected at the time the
application was submitted.
>”there is likely to be a need to amend certain aspects of the HMP
>”At this stage the extent of the possible changes to the HMP are not known
>”Given the proposed changes are limited to highways mitigation, it is considered unlikely that
significant levels of new interest would be generated
>”both programmes assume that additional land will be required…….ending “of course this may
not be necessary
 
All of above comments suggest that there is no certainty at all that any Highway mitigation will
be necessary and would suggest that it is a cynical ploy by the applicant to attempt to defer the
process in order for them to gain some possible advantage over rival competing schemes such as
Northampton Gateway.
 
Rail Central state that they are keen to ensure that the examination of the application is
effecient,effective and fair to all parties if this is truly their intent I would suggest that by Mid
April the applicant must both establish and confirm if any further Highway mitigation is “actually
“required.
 
In closing if the initial information provided by PINS(para3)is correct no further delays to the
“examination process” should be allowed.



 
 
A.Hargreaves
 
CC Andrea Leadsom/Tommy Gilchrist
 
 
 




